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Southeast Asian Studies Program, National University of Singapore 

Southeast Asian Studies Amid 
Global Trends in the Region 

R
ecent changes in Southeast Asia and their 

significance to scholarship in the region 

were the major themes of a small and in

formal discussion among nineteen scholars, mainly 

Southeast Asians. The meeting took place at the 

NATIONAL UNIVERSITY OF SINGAPORE campus on 22-

23 May 1997 and was organized jointly by DIANA 

WONG of the INSTITUTE OF SOUTHEAST ASIAN STUDIES, 

HONG LYSA and ARIEL HERYANTO both from the 

SOUTHEAST ASIAN STUDIES PROGRAM.The FORD FOUN

DATION helped bear the costs. 

The aims of the workshop were two-fold: to 

provide an open (loosely structured) forum for a 

general examination of the major current events 

and trends in Southeast Asia; and to explore po

tential topics for research, enhanced networking 

among mid-career intellectuals, and possible future 

cooperation among some or all of the participants 

in the workshop and those outside. It was hoped 

that the first aim would substantially inform the 

second. 

The series of open discussions were ex

tremely alive and intense. However, the loose struc

ture of the workshop and the diverse interests 

and positions of participants on selected issues 

made it difficult for an immediate follow-up in terms 

of jOint projects. 

In preparing for the workshop, the commit

tee distributed some background information and 

a project statement to the invited participants 

which outlined major changes in the various parts 

of the region in the 1990s. Some of these changes· 

are widely recognized and have generated such 

buzz words as the "economic miracle", migrant 

workers, AFTA/APEC, Asian values, democratiza

tion, human rights, new Islam, middle class, the new 

rich, environmental degradation, AIDS, and 

"McDonaldization" of popular culture. 

Some of these changes can be considered 

to be recent products of the old and familiar pro

cesses of modernization, national building and de-

velopment, and capitalism. For instance, post-Cold 

War capitalism in Southeast Asia engendered a 

series of trends already predicted at least one 

hundred year ago. These trends include the con

solidation of capital accumulation and increasing 

social division along class lines, rendering the once 

appealing notion of "middle class" more prob

lematic. 

At the same time, new elements seem to be 

taking shape. They deserve to be examined with 

perspectives, procedures, and language that tran

scend the confines of the social sciences of previ

ous decades. These new elements include a host 

of consequences of the overwhelming develop

ments in transport and telecommunication 

(Internet seems the most dramatic example) in 

the fantasies, daily agenda and interaction of mil

lions of Southeast Asians. 

We also witness phenomena that at first ap

pear to be an outdated revival of the old, pre

national, pre-modern solidarity in ethnic, religiOUS, 

or regional terms. However, there are tenable 

arguments that suggest these phenomena involve 

a novel reconstruction of old sentiments in new 

social contexts, engendering new meanings. Ac

cordingly, they require new ways of understand

ing and speaking in our dealing with them. 

Likewise, many of us are puzzled and dismayed 

by the level and frequency of political violence and 

mass riots that have consistently accompanied the 

presumed modern and rationally-based "economic 

miracles" in the region. Current scholarship is sim

ply inadequate to help us understand this prevail

ing violence. In fact, political violence seems to have 

been one of the most understudied and untheo

rized areas in the social sciences. 

In short, the impetus for the workshop was 

not a renewed sentimentalism for ASEAN solidar

ity. Rather it was a series of materially observable 

events and profound social changes whose nature, 

direction or magnitude have yet to be examined 
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the opening session. ARIEL HERYANTO reiterated the 

general view that two major areas of interest seem 

to stand out as a result of these changes. First. the 

wide array and increased intensity of movements 

of people. information. and capital have reshaped 

the whole region and relationships among its parts 

anew. Second. as a consequence of the first. identity 

politics seems to have risen to a remarkable promi

nence in this new environment full of fluidity and 

uncertainties. 

More and more issues have thus become re

gionalized. where they were previously understood 

to be more confined to domestic affairs of the 

individual locales or countries: migrant labor. sepa

ratist movements. environmental degradation. 

NGO networking. ethnic and religious revivalism. 

shopping and entertainment. and even the elite's 

political friction. While the same phenomena can 

be observed elsewhere. the region is prone to 

undergo additional anxiety due to a specific his

torical moment of transition.The majority of coun

tries in Southeast Asia must face a critical process 

of inter-generational succession of long lasting 

state leadership. 

No doubt all these would have tremendous 

consequences on the activities of studying and 

teaching both in and 

about the region. It is 

iron ic and suspicious 

that at the height of this 

unprecedented euphoria 

in the most vibrant region. 

must repeatedly hear dis

couraging reports about the de

cline in importance of Southeast 

Asian Studies. Admittedly. 

these reports come 

from and refer to mainly 

the old established cen-

ters of area studies (the USA. 

Western Europe and more recently. 

Australia). As MARY ZURBUCHEN (FORD 

FOUNDATION) correctly pointed out later 

on in the workshop. the prolific produc

tion of knowledge on the region has come 

from outside universities. Governments and 

business communities are recognized to be the 

principal non-academic authors of to day's South

east Asia. 

In the light of recent overwhelming move

ments of people and information. the question we 

should ask is not simply how to enhance exchange 

programs of students. teachers. or teaching mate

rials. These may appear obsolete or redundant 

soon. Rather. what change~ have taken place in 

the whole educational system. and in area studies 

in particular. as a consequence of these rapid and 

massive movements? What kinds of intelligentsia 

do contemporary schools produce in this new con

text. and what new roles do they play in the 

broader process of the capitalist transformation 

mentioned from the outset? 

In an attempt to capture the main forces that 

are Significantly responsible for the broader con

to~r of contemporary Southeast Asia. and frame 

them theoretically. VEOI HADIZ (ASIA RESEARCH CEN

TRE). MELANI BUDIANTA (UNIVERSITY OF INDONESIA). and 

MUHAMMAD AS HIKAM (THE INDONESIAN INSTITUTE OF 

SCIENCES) collectively prepared a paper for discus

sion. entitled Is Democracy Coming? Resisting State 
Corporatism in Late Industrializing Indonesia. The 

focus of their interest is on examining "the rela

tionship between advancing capitalist industrial

ization and the democratization process". Their 

research question. though not completely novel. 
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is nonetheless valid and urgent especially in refer

ence to Indonesia in the 1990s. 

The three Indonesian scholars believe that 

"countries in the region are in a different histori

cal trajectory than that of earlier industrializers, 

whose experience eventually produced democratic 

polities." Thus democratization does not neces

sarily or automatically follow industrialization.What 

remains to be investigated are the potential and 

limits of something that can be fairly described as 

democratization in the region. 

KAsIANTEJAPIRA (THAMMASAT UNIVERSITY) brought 

the attention of the workshop participants to the 

changing role of what he called "public intellectu

als" in Thailand by examining the debates between 

the "globalizers" and "communitarians." KAsIAN had 

earlier presented his main ideas on the subject at 

the 1996 Annual Conference of the Association of 

Asian Studies in Honolulu and the Southeast Asian 
Studies Bulletin (1/97) reviewed it. 

KASIAN observed that "[t]he market demand 

for Thai university academics to perform the func

tion of public intellectuals has its immediate cause 

in the recent economic boom in Thailand ... This 

has led, on the one hand, to the rise of a noveau 

riche, educated, largely Sino-Thai urban middle class 

centered around Bangkok, and on the other, to a 

fast expanding a'ld diversifying media industry." 

Compelling intellectual debates aside, KASIAN re

minded us that all these did not happen without 

cost. The question is, who must pay. 

BUDIAWAN (independent researcher,Yogyakarta) 

pointed to the plight of the underclass in the con

text of contemporary globalization. He argued that 

these social groups have not gained adequate at

tention in the euphoric stories of Asia's "economic 

miracles". Elaborating on BUDIAwAN's points DIANA 

WONG developed a larger theoretical framework 

and emphasized that no adequately rigorous 

counter-discourse is yet in place in response to 

the dominant discourse on "globalization". 

In presenting his paper SUMIT MANDAL (UNtVERSITI 

KEBANGSAAN MALAYSIA) shared both his joy and frus

tration working as a Southeast Asian intellectual in 

Southeast Asia after an extended period of train

Ing in the U.S. He remarked: "The joys of contrib

uting to the development of local perspectives has 

more often than not been frustrated by the over-

whelming flow of rhetoric and change that acknowl

edges the local in symbol but erodes It with nearly 

every contract signed, policy implemented, and bows 

to the achievements of several decades of indepen

dence from colonial rule. Colonial political and cul

tural structures and thinking remain incompletely 

digested in present-day life." 

In the light of such perspective, he proposed 

that we exert serious effort to re-examine the 

culture and history of the nation-state. But he 

warned that such research must not be "idealistic 

...for instance[s] of ethnic solidarity". This, he 

feared, would not lead us very far from the old 

and hegemonic premise that countries like Malay

sia (and for that matter several others in the re

gion) are constituted of discordant elements. SUMIT 

preferred an "independent and exploratory his

torical research [that] would lE!ad to new perspec

tives on the social, cultural, political and economic 

contiguities and disjunctures within the boundaries 

of the nation-state". In addition, he noted that 

"working on topics that cannot be voiced by our 

colleagues next-door may well be one of the roles 

for researchers of Southeast Asia to play." 

FRANCIS K. W. LOH (UNIVERSITI SAINS MALAYSIA) in

dicated his current interest in the study of new 

political cultures that have emerged in Southeast 

Asia. His interest arose from an observation of 

the strengthening of the state in Malaysia in tan

dem with sustained economic growth in the re

gion,and his pessimistiC view of urban middle class 

politics. According to FRANCIS, these middle class 

urbanites have withdrawn from politics, demon

strate self-centeredness and indulge in consumer 

culture. FRANCIS also expressed a serious concern 

about rhetoric of "new nationalism" that rages 

among government officials who believe thatAsians 

have distinct cultures and political ethics, and the 

seemingly wide acceptance of it among the public. 

A critical stance towards the rising hegemony 

of state and capitalism in the region was common 

among the workshop participants. Included in the 

list of targets of their criticism is the so-called 

"Asian Values". In their jOint paper, VEOI HADIZ, 

MELANIE BUDIANTA and MUHAMMAD HIKAM noted that 

the Asian values rhetoric is an essentialist posi

tion that "only serves the interests of elites as it 

helps to legitimize their hegemony and enable them 

to dismiss pro-democratic movements which are 
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not in line with the government." SUM IT MANDAL 

expressed a similar sentiment. But there was no 

unanimity over the issue among workshop par

ticipants. MUHAMMAD IKMAL SAID (RENONG EDUCA

TION CENTRE) was wary of the easy inclinations to 

universalize histories of diverse societies, to at

tribute many of these histories to Western hege

monic forces, and downplay the distinctiveness of 

local and regional histories in the region. 

Recognizing the ambiguous consequences of 

the deconstructive process at work in the region 

and its conceptual representation, BRENDA YEOH 

(NATIONAL UNIVERSITY OF SINGAPORE) suggested that 

Southeast Asian scholarship could help redress 

the problems pertaining to identity crisis. She en

couraged "research and teaching at a level be

yond the individual nation-state ... [and a] focus 

on the collective history, culture and future of 

the region". In addition, she contended that 

"[ m]ore needs to be done to affirm, or at least to 

debate [upon], whether, at the baseline, contem

porary Southeast Asia forms an entity with its 

own raison d'etre. and its own identity (beyond 

what is politically or economically expedient)". 

A number of other participants raised im

portant points for discussion during the work

shop. Reflecting on the experience of running a 

degree program in Southeast Asian Studies, HONG 

LYSA discussed what might have motivated some 

of the more serious and committed area studies 

students in Singapore. Apparently these students 

share a desire with a wider segment of the city

state population for an identity beyond national

ity, "as the history of the nation and the sense of 

citizenship is so recent." LYSA observed that"[t]his 

group of students would see Southeast Asian cul

ture as a source which contributes to the devel

opment of a Singaporean culture, giving Singapore 

a place in history, and a broader reference to the 

meaning of the word 'multi-culturalism'." 

In separate presentations, both DR. LINDA 

BURTON (XAVIER UNIVERSITY) and PROF. CHRISTINE F. 
GODINEZ-ORTEGA (MINDANAO STATE UNIVERSITY-IUGAN 

INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY) described the teaching 

of Southeast Asian Studies in Mindanao.Their com

ments about the lack of intra-regional studies and 

the urgent need to redress it found agreement 

from other participants. According to ATTACHAK 

SATTAYANURAK (CHIANG MAl UNIVERSITY), the vari-

ous governments in the region are at least par

tially responsible for this as a result of an obses

sion with economic interests. 

Perhaps no one in the workshop. however. 

was more able than RESIL MOJARES (UNIVERSITY OF 

SAN CARLOS) in formulating the problem succinctly. 

its contexts, and the prospects of responding to 

it. Without sounding cynical or apologetiC. RESIL 

asserted the notion that "[t]he reality is that re

search will continue to be driven by such factors 

as trade and investment patterns. regional secu

rity arrangements. programs of economic comple

mentation. migration and tourism.We will just have 

to find the ways and means to turn constraints 

into opportunities. and to work with and against 

the grain of current fashions." 

Ultimately. the overall picture is not too bleak. 

Globalized capitalism is neither monolithic nor sys

tematically consistent. One can eaSily notice thac 

the recent trends have shifted the emphasis from 

area studies onto more discipline-oriented and 

"transnational. multi-site. problem-focused stud

ies" such as migration, gender and communica

tion. These trends are not confined to any 

particular region. The importance of RESIL'S point 

about the influence of global trends on research 

areas lies in the recognition of two processes at 

work. First. these new emphases go "against the 

territorializing, incorporative claims of government 

and business" which are increasingly active in the 

production of knowledge on the region. Secondly. 
"there are developments within the disciplines that 

feed area or regional studies". pushing towards 

both local and regional traditions and histories in 

any attempt to study the "nationals". 

ReinforCing the original idea of holding the 

workshop. RESIL stressed that "[w]hile there IS 2 

need to foster Southeast Asian Studies, it must 

dr"aw its impetus not from its claims to eXistence 

as an institutional program, or from generalized 

or sentimentalized notions of cultural affinity and 

regional solidarity, but from the issues it addresses, 

the way it frames these issues, and the distinct 

and compelling answers it offers." 

As a way of concluding we want to note the 

delight of having had a few eminent scholars present 

(PROFESSOR RUTH MCVEY and DR. MOCHTAR PABOTTINGI 

among them) and undergraduate students of NUS 

as observers in the workshop. @ 
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